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Abstract: How do we define an evolving role for the discipline of landscape architecture in the context 
of changes in tertiary education and professional practice? Where could its future lie? Acknowledging 
the multi-disciplinary nature of landscape architecture practice that requires an expanded oversight of 
contemporary practice and scholarship, this paper explores debates in contemporary issues faced by the 
discipline in the shifting, often conflicting practices in both higher education and the delivery of 
landscape architecture amongst other built environment professions. Framed around discussions at the 
Faculty of Architecture Building and Planning (ABP) at the University of Melbourne and based on 
dialogues with various stakeholders from the landscape and allied disciplines – academics, practitioners, 
students – the paper synthesizes future possibilities in repositioning the profession as well as strategic 
and tactical synergies between academia and practice. 
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1. Introduction: Perspectives on an emerging discipline 

Landscape Architecture is a relatively young profession still finding its way as a multidimensional 
practice in a design environment that has, in the past, privileged specialist disciplinary expertise. Over 
literally more than a century and half perennial debate has ensued on the merits or otherwise of the 
professional title, ‘landscape architecture’ and at times, the discipline itself. One aspect of such debate 
has involved professional competition. Abbott has suggested that professions operate within a system 
and that their interrelationship with other professions all vying for control over work is a crucial 
indicator of relative strength perhaps far more so than the self-serving processes of institutionalisation 
as professions emerge and attempt to develop firmer footings (Abbott, 1988). The profession in 
Australia began to emerge in the post-World War II years culminating in institutionalisation under the 
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) in 1966 and the gradual increase in stature from the 
mid-1970s onwards. It was a profession far-outweighed in size relative to its peers of architecture and 
planning disciplines which had precipitated decades earlier (Saniga, 2005). The peculiarity of the 
Australian profession, which to varying extents is shared in other places and contexts, is that its 
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founders came from vastly different academic and professional backgrounds, including architecture, 
planning, forestry, and even the self-made practitioner who quite literally worked with their hands 
(Saniga, 2012, pp. 62-122). This had the potential to shape an identity in new and interesting ways as 
much as it had the power to undermine any collective identity that may have been struck. 

The aim in this paper is to consider one aspect of the profession’s emergence, that of its own 
deliberations about its future, and to contextualise such discussions in the context of contemporary 
discussion and debate within tertiary education. For apart from the small size and relative newness, 
Australia’s landscape architecture profession has many peculiarities and complexities. Landscape 
architects often work within broad parameters of public space and contested bureaucratic domains 
characterised by multiple stakeholders and they, appear to consistently find the need to justify their 
discipline and defend potentially fragile professional territory into the future. This paper is an 
introduction to these issues and attempts to document a local case study based on the debates 
surrounding the University of Melbourne Landscape Architecture program as an academic discipline 
defined through its diverse practices as well as by its relatively small scale cohort in the context of a 
large architecture presence and University preferences for the economies of scale in relation to viability. 
Presented here are some threads of discussions that should be of value as a starting point for 
comparison and debate in other contexts, national and international. 

2. Landscape Futures: Disciplinary tangles, strategies, think tanks and 
new collaborations 

The quest to define a profession of landscape architecture, as introduced above, can be identified 
through time and across vastly different cultural contexts. The experiences of landscape architecture at 
the University of Melbourne are arguably ones that will find traction elsewhere. The degree of Master of 
Landscape Architecture was inaugurated in 1978 at the Centre for Environmental Studies within the 
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Town & Regional Planning, which was responsible for its 
administration (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 1). From the outset, the multidisciplinary claim for the 
profession was a key part of the context of the program, the necessary knowledge deemed significant to 
the discipline included: natural sciences, humanities and social sciences, as well as links to ‘Agriculture, 
Forestry, Architecture, Planning, Civil Engineering and Surveying’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 7). But of 
equal importance was the mission to advance the profession in Australia, from an academic and a 
practice (non-academic) point of view, and of establishing links with public agencies and with industry 
(CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 7). The optimism inherent in this quest was coupled with the launching of a 
new academic program for a relatively nascent profession, and suggested that at least the educators of 
the time thought that the future for the discipline ‘appear[ed] bright’ (Pike, 1979, p. 87). 

The objectives of the program of landscape architecture at the University of Melbourne at this time 
included, in summary, the ‘primary’ objectives of training landscape architects for suitability in private 
and public practice, as educators, and, as being eligible for membership with the AILA (CES and ABT&RP, 
1981, p. 8). The ‘immediate’ objectives were more heady, involving such things as the establishment of a 
‘flexible program’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 8), able to cater for a diversity of student background; 
instilling in students a ‘consciousness of the economic, social and political issues and not just the 
aesthetic considerations’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 8) in professional practice; of developing in 
students ‘an understanding of and feeling for the Australian landscape’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 8); 
and, to ‘develop problem-solving skills’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 8) for working at all scales of 
landscape work. All of this was intended to be conducted within an educational environment 
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emphasising disciplinary relationships with ‘arts, humanities, the environmental sciences and with 
planning and related social sciences’ (CES and ABT&RP, 1981, p. 8). The disciplinary complexity and the 
inferred seamlessness of traversing broad specialist fields from arts to science to social sciences that 
was recorded here in 1981 clearly reflected an optimism that in fact the future of the new profession 
was that it should be in an overarching and a controlling position. Such a claim had been regarded more 
cautiously by some like Professor John Turner who ten years earlier had forewarned in 1971 regarding 
the future training of landscape architects that: 

Landscape architects are faced with the problem of marrying two disciplines – town and country 
planning and applied biology, and at the same time inculcating a feeling for landscape and an aptitude 
for design … only a few today would qualify (Turner, 1971, p. 24). 

Whether or not the University of Melbourne’s new Master of Landscape Architecture program could 
indeed successfully ‘marry’ multiple disciplines is questionable. In 1983 Michael Martin McCarthy, who 
held a doctorate from the University of Wisconsin (1973) became the inaugural Elisabeth Murdoch Chair 
of Landscape Architecture. One of his prime concerns, communicated at length at his professorial 
lecture, was the impact of what he termed the ‘Information-Communication Age’ (McCarthy, 1983, p. 
181) and the need to explore new directions by which to facilitate the valuing of landscape. By the mid-
1980s, McCarthy and Ian Oelrichs initiated ‘Landscape Futures’, which from personal recollections was a 
‘strategic program aimed at addressing the longer-term development of landscape architecture’ (Bull et 
al, 2000, p. 2). Also at around this time, which was approximately within 20 years of the 
institutionalisation of the AILA (1966), the AILA’s official journal, Landscape Australia, had been 
reporting annually on institute membership and numbers had grown from a few dozen founding 
members in 1966 to 276 members in 1986. Although there is not sufficient space within this paper to 
document at length the waxing and waning of the profession in Australia in its early decades, it seems 
important to record that within a decade of McCarthy and Oelrichs’ ‘Landscape Futures’ there were 
signs that the profession had started to become entangled in professional competition with the 
disciplines of architecture and planning and through the emergence of a new occupational pursuit, 
‘urban design’. The Australian Prime Minister’s ‘Urban Design Taskforce’ of 1992 and 1993 was an 
initiative to report on the growth of urban design as a profession and to promote activity, a move that 
would have implications for landscape architecture. The future of landscape architecture by the start of 
the 1990s was defined by an ‘ever-expanding field’ (Saniga, 2012, p. 287) and landscape architecture’s 
disciplinary base was ‘becoming subsumed in larger, and perhaps more powerful, operational spheres’ 
(Saniga, 2012, p. 287). 

Advancing forward a decade to the year 1999, Professor Catherin Bull, the Chair of the Landscape 
Architecture program at the University of Melbourne at the time, along with Ian Oelrichs, Leonard Lynch 
and Jacinta McCann (all landscape architects) initiated the ‘Landscape Futures Think Tank’. Their aim 
was ‘devised in response to changes in the sphere of landscape architecture and the world generally 
since the mid-1980’s, as a means of re-evaluating the future direction of landscape architecture in 
Australia’ (Bull et al, 2000, p. 2). The initiative came as a result of a ‘Green Paper’ put forth by the 
Landscape Foundation and The Australian Centre for Landscape Architectural Studies, which were an 
offshoot of the AILA. The intention was to run workshops on the topic of the profession’s future, the 
first being held in April 1999 in north-eastern New South Wales with Ian Oelrichs as host (Bull et al, 
2000, p. 2). A second workshop held in November 1999 at the University of Melbourne titled ‘Framing 
the Discipline for the Next Decade: Positioning, Communication, Education and Research’ was compiled 
in an unpublished report authored by Professor Bull, Steve Calhoun (landscape architect), Alan Saunders 
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(ABC Radio host for ‘By Design’) and Libby Ward under the title ‘LandScape Futures Think Tank’. The 
interest in this document is in the views, opinions and aspirations of the participants and how this might 
frame the discussion of the contemporary situation. 

Much of the discussion centred on the delineation of overarching aims and objectives including 
defining core skills, key areas of activity, commonly held values, stakeholders, issues, operational 
framework and action. But the definition of a discipline of landscape architecture and its place in the 
broader context of practice in multiple spheres inclusive of architecture, planning, engineering and 
other disciplines came through strongly. Bull was paraphrased as being of the view that ‘we need to 
stop defining ourselves against other professions …[and to] … think about what we as participants in the 
discipline of landscape architecture want to be saying in the next decade, and how we develop the 
intellectual capital to inform these strategic decisions’ (Bull et al, 2000, p. 3). Saunders proposed that 
‘practice often precedes theory…[and that] …‘”practice” was indeed the father, “profession” the son, 
and “discipline” the Holy Ghost (Bull et al, 2000, p. 3). Although Saunders (1954-2012) was not a 
landscape architect his knowledge of the built environment professions via hosting the radio program 
‘By Design’ for many years no doubt exposed him to numerous projects, ideas and belief systems of 
architects, designers and landscape architects. In relation to the Landscape Futures Think Tank he went 
on to record that ‘awareness of landscape architecture would be greater if it were seen as a matter of 
dynamic activity rather than of artistic reflection or academic discipline’ (Bull et al, 2000, p. 1). Perhaps 
the value in these musings lays in the notion that there is a potential for disciplinary ‘silos’ to ultimately 
preclude innovation and creative research. Although the breaking down of these divisions, entrenched 
as they have been in the worlds of practice and symbolically upheld in professional institutionalisation, 
is seen by many as the great challenge, the question remains: what form would this new dynamism take 
and where is landscape architecture in such a context? 

Over the past decade, the University of Melbourne’s conceptualization and implementation of the 
Melbourne Model provided a pedagogical context and opportunity in which to breach disciplinary silos 
and, for landscape architecture, to assess and reposition itself in a more dynamic academic context. In 
2008 the built environment undergraduate degrees from across the university were amalgamated into a 
Bachelor of Environments (BEnvs) to advance more integrated teaching and learning, to promote 
speculation towards different practices that more effectively mirror the real world of multidisciplinary 
practice. The ABP offers architecture, landscape architecture, urban design and planning, property, and 
construction majors with other majors in the areas of science, engineering, geography, etc. 

Over the years of implementation, the entrenchment of disciplines and disciplinary interests, 
amongst other factors, has remained a major obstacle to such objectives in the undergraduate regime. 
This has led to initiatives for a top-down restructuring ongoing since 2014 with the original 
multidisciplinary objectives giving way towards a teaching and learning model of disciplinary alliances 
and complementarities in double-degrees and major-minor offerings. However, students and the 
professions still focus on the disciplinary name as proof of educational outcome even while they often 
acknowledge interests in many disciplines. To this end, the design focused architecture specialisation 
continues as the major focus for BEnvs students in 2015, with the consequence that a career in 
landscape architecture might be regarded as a mere sub-consultancy to architecture and to a lesser 
degree urban planning. While the operational reality of the BEnvs manifested the same difficult forced 
multidisciplinary marriages and relationships – with the result that smaller disciplines were in some 
ways disadvantaged in relationship to a bias towards larger disciplines - the structure of the degree that 
promoted breadth over depth to varying degrees, helped provide clearer knowledge of and 
contextualise the landscape architecture discipline in the context of the built environment. 
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The increasing prominence of research as a core academic activity in the university emerged as a 
principle aim over the past two decades. This posed a challenge to professionally orientated disciplines 
such as Landscape Architecture in locating the “research and teaching nexus” (Baldwin, 2005), 
particularly through the notion of research-led teaching aiming to identify and establish synergies 
between what had been broadly separated academic activities of research and teaching/training. Here, 
for the first time, it arguably expanded the debate into the identity of and what constitutes landscape 
architecture research. 

Professionally accredited, discipline-focussed studies are provided at the graduate level in the 
Masters of Landscape Architecture degree. The AILA Education Policy and Standards documents are the 
basis for program accreditation, yet they provide somewhat muted guidance on diversity and innovation 
in balance with what is described as the provision of a standard of education. The AILA documents 
encourage links and partnerships across the spectrum of education and research activities that relate to 
the landscape architecture profession (AILA, 2012). AILA’s Charter espouses a range of principles that 
are broadly concerned with values, the aim to protect-enhance-regenerate design with respect for 
culture and nature, and for the future, and to promote and embrace responsive design. With regard to 
the future of the profession, the primary focus is design-led action with regard to future change under 
the condition of triple bottom line resilience (AILA, 2013). 

Interestingly, the original early 1980s Master of Landscape Architecture (MLArch) by coursework and 
the corresponding MLArch of today are not so different structurally, in that they both encourage non-
cognate mature age students from a wide variety of disciplines into the first year of the expanded 3-year 
program. The primary outcome of that first year involves preparation for an intensive two year 
landscape architecture focused masters course of study. The primary distinction between ‘then’ and 
‘now’ rests in the current focus on design theses as a primary indicator of critical direction and 
application to real world projects, whereas the program 30 years ago was to some degree more 
concerned with landscape planning and applied research achieved primarily through written theses. 
Today, an increasing emphasis on design research across the MLArch reflects growing interest from the 
profession and from within the academy in the essential connections between academic/student 
research and everyday design practice; in particular that research led design is necessary to confront 
issues and projects that increasingly demand input from many scientific and humanity based disciplines 
working together. 

3. Research driven LA academic agenda: Landscape Futures Reimagined 

These recent changes in higher education and academic research have acted as a catalyst for continued 
discussions revolving around the search for synergies between research and teaching, the main activities 
in academia. The question of the future of landscape architecture has returned time and again as a 
focus for discussion and debate that has ranged from who are we, where are we going, to nowadays 
embracing a primary concern for applied action within an expanded area of multidisciplinary practices 
that broadly cover design, ecology and engineering with a measure of economy and governance also in 
play. In early 2013, the Australasian Educators of Landscape Architecture (Australia and New Zealand, 
the AELA) met at the University of Melbourne for a workshop chaired by Professor Gini Lee, the current 
Chair of Landscape Architecture at the University, on the topic of ‘Landscape Futures’. Issues raised at 
the meeting included the resurrection of the AELA group charged as both a forum for advocacy and for 
research and pedagogical collaboration, a desire for agenda setting opportunities and dissemination and 
as a body that promotes international exchange of ideas and practices defined through landscape 
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architecture. This meeting acknowledged that futures had now become more dependent on strategic 
positioning of the discipline within the expanded field of academic institutions as well as in partnership 
with other public bodies.  

One initiative that emerged from this meeting was a successful grant application from the Office of 
Teaching and Learning Grant Scheme led by the then RMIT University Landscape Architecture Professor 
SueAnne Ware. This involved collaboration between five programs across Australia and New Zealand: 
RMIT University, the University of Melbourne, Adelaide University, the University of Western Australia 
and Lincoln University in Christchurch New Zealand. The group, nominated as AMiLA – the Australasian 
Masters of Landscape Architecture group – was modelled on the successful European EMiLA program 
established to provoke student exchange and research collaboration across programs. This pilot 
program enabled comparative modelling across similar MLArch programs that resulted in a matrix that 
clearly identified the great diversity in pedagogical approach across Australia. A summer 
workshop/studio intensive was also delivered in January/February 2015 as a partnership between RMIT 
University, the Melbourne School of Design (MSD) at the University of Melbourne and the City of 
Melbourne Urban Design Groups. Under the readily accessible themes of Urban Resilience design 
students from five universities worked together to provide novel and potentially innovative design 
solutions based on research for three sites of critical importance for the City of Melbourne; the Carlton 
Squares, Southbank Boulevard and West Park at Docklands. In the short term this program achieved 
threefold outcomes; firstly, student exchange through design research provided an intensive and 
thought provoking range of possibilities for students, academics and Council officers; secondly, ongoing 
publication of the studio workshop outcomes are in the process of becoming embedded in City of 
Melbourne publications and hopefully informing policy; and thirdly, innovative collaboration has been 
demonstrated through a national and international pedagogical and research agenda. 

A second initiative stemmed from a scheme internal to the MSD at the University of Melbourne 
under the banner of ‘iGroups’. This was an initiative   intended to promote discourse and collaboration 
towards ‘blue sky’ thinking. One such iGroup was proposed around Landscape Futures commencing with 
a nascent consultation with groups of likely allies across the University and including local external 
bodies. Among the potential allies identified for inclusion were the Victorian Eco-Innovation Laboratory, 
the Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute (MSSI), the City of Melbourne, Parks Victoria, and Local 
Councils. Participation was proposed through a network of graduates, the AILA, the broader University 
of Melbourne community including health, engineering, urban planning and so on. The aim of these 
“collaborations” was to seek to establish “...affiliations and inter/discipline/s through the landscape 
futures lens” to “ensure a local national international agenda with practice, academic partners, 
institutions, government, NGO’s, foundations”. Through a pilot project/s, these connections were to be 
investigated and, being authored by landscape architecture academic stakeholders, the “collaboration – 
research – teaching nexus” demonstrated (iGroup proposal 2014). This thinking was also informed 
through input into selected international research agendas. The Landscape Futures project intended to 
provide continuity and updating across the previous futures agendas including for the group to link to 
the Urban Futures initiative established by MSSI.  

During the development of the proposed iGroup, a key December 2014 meeting, facilitated by the 
Dean and MSD director, sought to catalyse focussed and in-depth discussions, through posing three 
landscape research themes of; landscape ecology – urban focus, health agendas for cities, and 
performative landscapes, to potentially define ABP’s Landscape Architecture program. This initiative and 
proposed themes informed the finalised February 2014 proposal for the Landscape Futures ‘iGroup’ 
authored by Gini Lee and Sidh Sintusingha. The question “Why (form such a group)?” was posed with 
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the document offering some answers including; facilitating landscape research and teaching directions 
across inter- and trans- disciplinary practices; providing mechanisms for collaboration across allied and 
non-allied practices; and, enabling outreach and engagement locally and in the region and as a means 
for consolidation of existing expertise and research foci in the landscape architecture group and with 
their current collaborators. 

 Key barriers and challenges were identified in landscape and urban practices in that a strategy for 
engagement is required that could be sustained, aligned to the critical question of how to establish 
these alliances in the context of knotty and multidimensional environmental and social problems; areas 
in which landscape architecture knowledge was not necessarily recognised as having value. Yet, it is 
argued that while the demonstrated existence of active, broad-based real and potential allies across 
practice and funded academic research, such as Australian Research Council Linkage programs, is 
evidence of the centrality of the landscape in broad discussions and actions on global and local 
environmental challenges, this does not necessarily result in recognition of a clear role for the landscape 
architecture discipline. Again, the onus is placed on the discipline (both its academic and professional 
practitioners) to engage and remedy this situation. In the final ABP Landscape Architecture Advisory 
Panel meeting for 2014, the assembled practitioners and students engaged in a lively debate about the 
very issue of Landscape Futures, although this was not the formal topic of conversation. It is clear that 
the complexity of issues, values and conditions that face landscape architecture and urban design 
practitioners and academics are in flux as all grapple with concepts of indeterminate change, and how 
groups and individuals might approach novel agendas and/or solutions through diverse practices, both 
inside and outside the academy. What was not in question, as had been in the past, was what Landscape 
Architecture practice was. Rather, the issue rested with the ‘how’ to evolve as responsive and innovative 
academic practitioners, through gaining better understanding of the complexity and breadth of present 
and future landscape conditions, in order to act through a combination of practices that includes, but is 
not limited to, design; in a sense, for landscape architects to embrace concepts of practical activism 
towards affecting novel and workable solutions to the aforementioned ‘knotty problems’. 

International perspectives also align with this thinking on Futures. The Melbourne School of Design 
project towards adopting a landscape (design) futures agenda has sought to present an examination of 
the current history and state of play in landscape architecture education through our perspectives 
gained through teaching. The recent historical overview of the idea that both the profession and 
academia seek to imagine new horizons through the term Landscape Futures is ongoing. By comparison, 
the new program at Peking University which is closely allied to the well regarded landscape architecture 
and planning firm Turenscape, and its high profile landscape architect leader Kongjian Yu, publishes a 
yearly Landscape Architecture Frontiers call for research papers which both inform their similarly named 
professional/education journal. Through publication agendas for research with such topics as The Power 
of the Market, Energy Efficiency Landscapes, Disaster Landscapes, Archaeological and Heritage Site 
Conservation and Landscape Architecture in Arid Environments are proposed, reinforced through 
examination of realised projects. Each title is accompanied by an agenda setting paragraph, which states 
the context of the issue and a suggestion for action. These ideas are both prescriptive and provocative 
but they do not necessarily suggest the need to confirm their interests within a broader institutional or 
professional framework 
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4. Landscape research foci as response to the University of Melbourne’s 
three ‘Grand Challenges’ 

Building upon previous discussions including the review of the ABP’s landscape architecture degrees of 
both the BEnvs and MLArch, February 2015, and reading and synthesizing landscape architecture 
research in terms of the framework of the broader University’s Grand Challenges (University of 
Melbourne, 2013) for research, Andrew Saniga synthesized a draft discussion paper on the landscape 
architecture program’s “research foci” (April 2015). Strategically, it was a ‘blue sky’ vision, yet offered a 
practical agenda that identifies and speculates upon real and potential intellectual spaces for landscape 
architecture in the university’s strategic research agenda for multidisciplinary collaboration. The draft is 
concurrently an important justification of the discipline and a potential plan of action – a practical 
necessity in an era of the University’s research-led priorities that guide and challenge academic roles in 
teaching and training. Yet, the foci can serve as the means to mitigate the gap between research and 
teaching that is often left to individual programs and staff to redress, depending upon the methods that 
participants choose to position themselves within such agendas. A critical issue in seeking collaboration 
in an institution where academic progress is still largely calibrated through individual endeavour is to 
enable and mentor buy-in of such over arching agendas. 

The review called for all staff to engage in a process of reaffirming the importance of establishing 
foci for landscape architecture in order to strengthen and clarify research-led teaching and to aid in 
communicating to students and the broader community (including the AILA and their accreditation 
requirements) the research endeavours and strengths of landscape architecture staff both as individuals 
and in their collective efforts. The proposed outcome is a clear articulation of these foci in a concise 
document for online publication, providing agenda setting projects and appropriate materials for 
engagement events and to be used in relevant communications. 

Taking the first of the University’s three Grand Challenge’s as both framework and potential 
provocation, Understanding our Place and Purpose, the review focuses on improving the human 
condition through an understanding of Australian identity, in the broadest sense but with particular 
reference to Australia in the context of the Asia-Pacific region. It includes investigations of 
‘multiculturalism, economic innovation and development, social equity, communal wellbeing, political 
systems and enfranchisement, global efforts to improve the lives of people in developing countries, 
fostering creativity to enrich lives, and building our knowledge of the present, recent and distant past’ 
(University of Melbourne, 2013, p. 10). This Grand Challenge embraces creative arts, humanities, and 
social sciences research and calls for collaboration beyond traditional boundaries. Opportunities for 
landscape research acknowledge current research and teaching content through investigation into 
‘Rural, Remote and Indigenous Landscapes and Communities’. Building upon ABP research and 
landscape architecture subjects, this focus covers areas from landscape heritage, conservation, 
management and interpretation in rural and remote cultures, including Indigenous cultures and 
settlements in transition. It is also inclusive of research into landscape assessment and planning. 

The second Grand Challenge, Fostering Health and Wellbeing, while ostensibly concerned with 
biomedical research, this Grand Challenge also calls for a holistic outlook in embracing other aspects of 
public health including cultural attitudes to healthy living, the design of physical space in response to 
human health, and the history and philosophy of health and wellbeing. Although this area is the least 
developed in the landscape architecture group there is a recognised opportunity for synergies to be 
developed with other academic fields, which is in part the purpose of the review. The predominant 
focus of the ABP resides in approaches to urban landscapes and environments especially in regard to 
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their responsiveness to human health. The distinct and changing nature of urban spaces and living 
environments calls upon research and teaching that embraces both a historical and a contemporary 
approach including perceptions, performance, place making and the concept of healthy cities from 
ecological, social and economic perspectives. 

The final of the University’s Grand Challenge’s is the area most obviously connected to the 
environmental concerns and practices that concern landscape architecture values and practices. 
Supporting Sustainability and Resilience intersects with the previous two challenges and is inextricably 
linked. However, engagement in the field of sustainability and in managing environmental change 
(including degraded landscapes, rehabilitation, landscapes post-natural disasters, etc.) with ecology as 
the primary field of research is potentially a distinguishable research foci as it embraces links with the 
sciences and engineering, horticultural and natural systems and the values people hold and aspire to for 
resilient futures. In this overarching field, landscape architecture can most readily bring a design 
language to projects for urban and ecological systems, infrastructural projects, post-industrial and peri-
urban development and scalar and temporal overview of large scale landscape dynamics. In particular, 
landscape design thinking is particularly suited to projects undergoing substantial change, wrought by 
climatic, economic, social, economic, political and cultural influences.  

In developing these foci, a narrative for contemporary practice in landscape in ABP can be 
articulated, which is of benefit to students, staff, the broader academic community and other 
collaborators. How to articulate such practices requires application beyond single one-line headings. 
These summaries are useful but they can provide a potential for a too-confined perspective on the 
meaning and values behind such terms, leading to intellectual silos and project dead ends. On the other 
hand, the foci can contribute to a solid specialisation and expertise of benefit to others. This is a critical 
aspect of landscape architecture knowledge and practice – it has to achieve the local and the universal, 
the specific and the abstract, simultaneously. The intent of the document is as a working model for 
landscape architecture research in the program and by extension the University and external 
stakeholders. In the sense that the general themes are elaborated upon more specifically in relation to 
research programs past, present and future, such documents are by necessity open-ended. For example, 
the theme of ‘performative design’ includes a number of meanings and interpretations depending upon 
the research focus, and most landscape architecture academics at the ABP would see identification 
under this concept. What is required is discourse around the recognisably diverse practices in landscape 
architecture to uncover the multidimensional meaning of this term and associated approaches, whether 
it is data, modeling and digital driven, a physical expression of engagement in landscape or something 
else perhaps allied to a collaborative arts focus. 

5. Conclusion: What of practice (academic and the profession)? The 
power-relations factor 

This paper poses questions from the point of view of landscape architecture academic stakeholders, and 
suggests the occurrence of an ongoing review of the profession and the discipline. Educators are 
responsible in part for the link between research endeavours and the profession, and the education of 
future practitioners. What have been implicit in this discussion are the underlying intellectual power 
relationships across the contexts of both academic and professional practices. These are more 
concentrated when there are hierarchical relations and contestations on the overlaps in the many 
disputed areas of design research and professional practice. Even in the area of ‘design’, the landscape 
architecture discipline is pushed to a critical reflection of normative practice and often to return to self-
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justificatory tropes such as: What sets of skills do landscape architects bring? When and where do other 
disciplines value the input of landscape architects? How does landscape architecture engage in the 
creative roles of digital design and construction processes?  

From the issues raised above, a more disciplinary neutral question might rather be posed as: Which 
design and planning processes and/or mechanisms draw out and fully utilize disciplinary strengths, 
across allied and other less obvious collaborators? Landscape architects can benefit from acknowledging 
that their skill base has the potential to continually expand in the context of the dynamic context of 
landscape. Landscape Futures discourse needs not primarily to be concerned with a ‘call to arms’ to 
discuss what landscape architecture ‘is’. Rather, the value of landscape architecture in the context of 
environmental, social and economic problems seems more widely accepted than three decades ago, at 
least in the Australian context. Perhaps the debate lies in the extent to which strategies for successful 
conceptual thinking leading to effective implementation and robust management regimes are already 
being enacted. It is up to landscape architecture academics and practitioners in partnership to firstly 
recognise and communicate the effectiveness of responsive and resilient projects for changing systems 
and situations looming in our collective futures. Once this is broadly achieved only then can successes 
(and also shortcomings learnt leading to improved practices) be measured and appreciated by our 
collaborators and ultimately by the public at large. 
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